Decarbonize your air travel
No matter why you fly, where to or your choice of airline – Fly
Green Fund offers carbon reduced air travel through the
purchase of sustainable aviation fuel. For aviation to be
decarbonized stepping away from fossil fuel is essential, and in
the end the climate targets can only be met once every sector is
sustainable. That’s why traditional offsetting offers no longterm solution. Technically the planes are ready to fly on
sustainable fuel, what's needed is increased demand for carbon
free flying – that’s where you come in!

Estimating your
carbon footprint
For single flights
Fly Green Fund's
carbon calculator
offers an easy way
to calculate your
carbon footprint.
If you are looking
to decarbonize
more of your
organizations,
flights Fly Green
Fund can help with
the carbon
calculations.

Determening the
level of carbon
reduction

Payment and
certificate
You can pay for
either by credit
card or Swish on
our homepage, or
by requesting an
invoice from us.

Based on the
carbon footprint
you can decide
how much carbon
you want to
reduce. Rember
that every drop of
sustainable
aviation fuel
matters!

Your carbon
reduction will be
verified by a
certificate that
you can use in
your sustainability
report.

Things you might not know about sustainable aviation fuel...
Sustainable Aviation Fuel (also called SAF) can be produced from a wide
range of renewable feedstocks such as residues from the forest and food
industry, household waste and even from captured carbon and green
hydrogen.
Studies show that sustainable aviation fuel not only reduce carbon emissions
but also reduce avaiations non-carbon climate effects such as the formation
of contrails.
Studies also show that todays jet engines consume less fuel when powered
by sustainable aviation fuel.

Learn more at:
flygreenfund.se
flygreenfund.se/en
or contact us at: info@flygreenfund.se
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